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We use cookies to ensure you get the best possible experience, but please feel free to review our privacy policy or manage your consent.
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				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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									Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	customer.io	11	We use Customer.io to identify users on our website, and offer to send targeted email messages to them. The information housed in the Customer.io database matches the information that you submit to us through forms on the SACAP Global website.
	rudderstack	11	RudderStack allows us to easily build pipelines which connect all our customer data. It pulls analyses from our data warehouse, and triggers enrichment and activation in our customer tools. RudderStack allows us to see the flow of customer data that has been collected throughout all of the cookies used by SACAP Global.
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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									Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
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									Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	Google Analytics & Ads	11	SACAP Global uses Google Analytics to provide statistics and tools for search engine optimisation (SEO) for marketing purposes. Google Analytics is used to track website performance and collect visitor insights. It helps us determine which sources user traffic comes from. It also helps us gauge the success of our marketing activities and campaigns. Google Analytics acquires user data from each website visitor using page tags. A page tag is inserted into the code of each page. This tag runs in the web browser of each visitor, collecting data, and sending it to one of Google’s data collection servers.

Google Display Ads rely on cookies and data from users that are signed into the SACAP Global website, to keep track of the websites and searches that you make. These cookies are signals that Google uses to help us reach you.
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									Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	Facebook	11	The Facebook pixel is a piece of code that is embedded into this website. It collects data that helps us track conversions from Facebook ads. It optimises the ads you see on Facebook, allows us to identify targeted audiences for future ads. The Facebook pixel works by placing and triggering cookies to track users as they interact with the website, both on and off Facebook and Instagram.
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	I agree to receive marketing material and news from SACAP Global*	
								
								I agree to receive marketing material and news from SACAP Global
							



	

	Your personal data will be used to support your experience throughout this website, to manage access to your account, and for other purposes described in our privacy policy.
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This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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